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A Hierarchical Modeling Approach of Thermal
Vias Using CNT-Based Composites
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30.1 Introduction

The continuous down-scaling of electronic systems into the nano-scale era enforces a
multitude of new design challenges. Thermal management is one of the most crucial
issues that must be addressed when designing electronic systems with high-density
nano-scale structures. Heat is an undesired byproduct which accrues in electrical
devices and wires with negative impact on functionality and reliability. The increasing
circuit-integration density and related down-scaling of circuit structures results in a
higher power density per area or volume respectively. Thermal management becomes
more important and thus heat dissipation has to be addressed during physical design
of electronic circuits. It requires heat dissipating structures that transport thermal
energy from a heat source, such as an electronic device, to a heat sink, such as a
cooling fluid.

One bottleneck of heat dissipation in electronic circuits is the passage through
the interconnect layers. Common substrates have a low thermal conductivity in the
range of 0.2 . . . 0.5 W/(m · K) (organic substrate) or 1 . . . 100 W/(m · K) (ceramic
substrate materials) respectively. Furthermore, the heat dissipation is affected by
anisotropic heat conduction of the structure. Due to increased thermal conductivity
of in-plane electrical conductors, the in-plane heat conduction is about tenfold better
than the vertical conduction through the layer.

An established technology for heat conduction through substrates are thermal
vias. Essentially, they act as a pipe to diffusively transport the heat from a higher
temperature region, such as a cluster of devices within the circuit, through layers of
low thermal conductivity (Fig. 30.1). Based on a significant greater thermal conduc-
tivity than the substrate or layer conductivity, these plated-through holes improve the
vertical through-layer heat transport dramatically.
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Fig. 30.1 Thermal vias integrated in a the substrate of a printed circuit board (PCB) and b in the
interconnect layers of a bare integrated circuit

While the thermal conductivity of these vias has been sufficient for many appli-
cations so far, new nano-scale circuits with their higher heat density require better
heat dissipation mechanisms. Furthermore, the continuous down-scaling of circuit
structures is reducing the area provided for thermal vias, thus exacerbating this need.

Carbon nano tubes (CNTs) have recently been gaining attention due to their special
characteristics. One of them is excellent heat conductivity which exceeds that of
metallic materials (such as copper) by approximately an order of magnitude.

This chapter discusses the potential of improving thermal vias by using CNT-
based composite materials. Specifically, a new hierarchical modeling approach is
presented that allows an evaluation of the thermal behavior of various technological
configurations. In this chapter, we refer to thermal vias using CNT-based composites
as CNT-based thermal vias.

30.2 Thermal Management Using Nano Materials

In general, heat is emitted in active and passive components as well as in interconnect
structures. The dissipation of heat by transferring it to a heat sink, such as a cooling
device or a cooling fluid, is one of the most difficult tasks in electronic systems
design. A thermal path describes the structural flow of heat. Based on a thermal
model of an electronic device with different system levels, different thermal paths
can be appointed. A thermal path is characterized by the total thermal resistance
across the electronic device, from a source to a heat sink:

Rth = ΔT

P
, (30.1)

which describes dissipation of the thermal power P due to the temperature difference
�T . In solid state, as of interest here, heat dissipation is described by the heat
diffusion equation:

cp ρ
∂T

∂t
− ∇· k ∇T = q. (30.2)
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Fig. 30.2 Thermal paths and thermal-resistance network models for different system levels,
a without and b with thermal vias. Rsubst , R junc and Rvia are the thermal resistances of substrate,
junction and vias, respectively

The constant k describes the specific thermal conductivity, cp the specific heat,
ρ the density of the solid, T the temperature field and q the heat-source density per
volume. For the static thermal resistance of a planar solid, (30.1) can be specified
using (30.2):

Rth = L

k · A
(30.3)

with the length L and the constant cross section A of the thermal path across the
solid.

30.2.1 Thermal Vias

An established technology to overcome the aforementioned bottleneck of heat trans-
fer through substrates or interconnect layers are thermal vias. A via (Vertical Inter-
connect Access) is an interlayer connection. While vias are typically used to realize
electrical connections between layers, thermal vias do not have an electrical function.
Their sole purpose is to improve (vertical) interlayer heat transport, e.g. in integrated
circuits and printed circuits boards (Fig. 30.2).

In general, copper is used for thermal vias in printed circuit boards because it is
widely used in many process steps and is an inexpensive material with high thermal
conductivity.

The application of thermal vias in real-world electronic circuits faces a multitude
of problems. One of them is limited thermal conductivity due to both materials used
and cross-section area limitations. Furthermore, thermal vias require large keep-
out spaces, so their usage should be minimized. As a result, suitable placement
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algorithms are required for placing thermal vias in areas where they are needed most
[16]. Additionally, the efficiency of the thermal conductivity of vias themselves has
to be improved in order to minimize the number of required thermal vias. These
issues are expected to become more and more prominent with increased application
of 3D integration technologies combined with further downscaling to nano-scale
circuits. Hence, future applications require smaller thermal vias with a lower thermal
resistance. According to (30.3), there exist three options to decrease the thermal
resistance of single thermal vias:

1. downsizing the path length which is generally determined by the substrate or
interconnect layer thickness,

2. enlargement of the available thermal conduction area, and
3. enhancement of the thermal conductivity along the thermal path.

Decreasing the substrate or layer thickness is limited because of mechanical stability
considerations and the required number of layers. Due to already limited wiring
space, the enlargement of thermal-via sites is difficult to realize. The most promising
option is the enhancement of thermal conductivity along the thermal path by using
thermal vias with thermally high-conductive materials. As described in the next
section, composites in which carbon nano tubes are mixed are a promising option
for such materials with high thermal conductivity.

30.2.2 CNT-Based Composite Materials

A composite is a material compound containing two or more constituent materials
with different physical and chemical characteristics. Composites are usually engi-
neered to achieve particular characteristics. In this chapter, composites containing
carbon nano tubes are investigated.

CNTs are cylindrical, nanoscopic structures of carbon, comparable to a rolled-
up monomolecular graphite layer sheet, forming a tube. Theoretically, their thermal
conductivity can reach 6000 W/(m · K), while measured values range from 2000
to 3000 W/(m · K) [20]. These values, which are approximately ten times higher
compared to metals, characterize CNTs as the best available heat conductors. Fur-
thermore, due to the absence of electromigration, using CNTs as electrical vias has
also become an interesting application [43].

Different types of CNTs are characterized by their roll angle or chirality. In
general, the chirality is denoted as a pair of indices (n, m) (Fig. 30.3a). Depending
on the chirality, CNTs can be distinguished in three classes: (i) armchair (n, n),
(ii) zig-zag (n, 0), and (iii) chiral (n, m), as illustrated in Fig. 30.3b. Furthermore,
nanotubes are categorized into single-walled (SWNTs) and multi-walled nano tubes
(MWNTs).

In previous investigations of CNT-based composites for thermal applications,
CNTs are (mostly disorderly) mixed into a composite in order to enhance its thermal
conductivity. The most commonly used structural-matrix material for CNT-based
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(a) (b)

Fig. 30.3 Naming scheme for CNTs represented by a the unit vectors of a graphite monolayer and
b different chiralities of CNTs [54]

composites is epoxy. Typically, CNTs occupy a volume fraction equivalent to
1 . . . 10 mass-% of the composite. This increases thermal conductivity of the CNT-
based composite by a factor of up to 3.6, compared to unfilled matrix material [17,
21, 69]. Other polymers and metals (e.g., copper and aluminum) have also been
investigated for their applicability as matrix material for thermal interfaces, leading
to similar results [9, 51].

Disordered mixing of CNTs in matrices results in only poor improvement of
thermal conductivity. This is understandable since the heat conduction in a CNT
primarily occurs in axial direction. In order to exploit the full potential of their thermal
conductivity, CNTs must be aligned. The following options of CNT alignment are
known:

• fluidic alignment using straight channels to arrange multiple CNTs [23],
• alignment along an electric field by dielectrophoresis [14, 21, 31, 32, 35, 52],
• directional growth of CNTs on a catalyzer [2, 4, 38, 57],
• spin assembly process [22], and
• manual placing of single CNTs on a functionalized surface [3, 49].

While these approaches allow the alignment of a small number of CNTs, their
application within composites is still a challenge. Furthermore, CNT alignment
results in an anisotropic thermal behavior.

Exploiting the full thermal potential of embedded CNTs requires detailed studies
on the mechanical bonding to the material adjacent to the composite. Several options
to realize bonding to a material with low thermal boundary resistance are:

• soldering the contact with metallic solder [7],
• contacting with functionalized groups [6, 61],
• galvanic bonding of the CNTs [21], or
• mechanical connection of the CNTs [14, 39].
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Fig. 30.4 Thermal via arrays in an integrated circuit

While contacting CNTs at the surface of the composite lowers the thermal boundary
resistance, direct CNT-to-CNT contacts within the composite disrupt the phonon
transport along the CNTs and increase the thermal resistivity of the composite [13].
Since CNTs tend to agglomerate, smart CNT alignment has to avoid direct CNT-to-
CNT contacts in composites. This is still a major challenge in up-to-date composite
applications [55].

30.3 Thermal Modeling

Due to the complex behavior of CNTs in composites, the effectiveness of practi-
cal approaches can only be determined in numerous experimental investigations.
This also applies to future CNT-based thermal via applications. Hence, a modeling
approach is required in order to predict the thermal system behavior. Its goal is to
reduce the uncertainty of practical solutions with regard to their applicability as
effective heat-dissipation solutions.

It is obvious that the level of modeling has to be adapted in order to account for
relevant characteristics, which are varying from nanoscopic up to macroscopic range.
Models for thermal behavior of via arrays must be valid in both the nanometer and
the millimeter range. Therefore, hierarchical models are required to properly adjust
and limit the degrees of freedom.

30.3.1 Hierarchical Models of CNT-Based Thermal Via Arrays

Due to the pressing thermal-dissipation problem of ICs and PCBs, the placement of
via arrays rather than single vias has been gaining importance during the last years.
Here, specific areas within the circuit are designated as potential via sites (Fig. 30.4).
The density of thermal vias within these sites can be determined accordingly to
thermal requirements. Another advantage of this approach is the large granularity
for the thermal analysis, significantly reducing computational efforts.

In order to obtain the characteristics of an array containing several thermal vias,
a bottom-up modeling approach is required. It comprises the calculation of thermal
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Fig. 30.5 Hierarchical model structure of a CNT-based thermal-via array

characteristics of single CNTs and the application of their characteristics in a base
cell model of the composite, containing a specific number of CNTs. Next, a model of
a thermal via or a thermal-via array respectively is created while accounting for the
thermal properties of the base cell. The dimensions of the base cell must be chosen
such that modeling the cell minimizes the overall degrees of freedom. Furthermore,
local inhomogeneous allocations of CNTs must be considered. Figure 30.5 illustrates
a hierarchical model structure that spans from a single CNT to a thermal via array
consisting of numerous thermal vias.

The basic problem of modeling interdependencies between CNTs and materials
has to be addressed on the level of both a single CNT and the base cell. Modeling
higher system levels should use base cell properties. However, to enable CNT-based
models, the following considerations must also be taken into account:

• anisotropic heat conduction,
• thermal conductivity depending on physical conditions, e.g. temperature, geome-

try, alignment, and
• locally inhomogeneous distribution of CNTs.

30.3.2 Thermal Model of Single CNTs

Due to the large aspect ratio, the geometry of CNTs can be considered one-
dimensional. Diameters are nearly as large as the mean free path of phonons. There-
fore, their thermal behavior is very anisotropic, as illustrated in Table 30.1. Heat
dissipation perpendicular to the CNT axis can be neglected.

Considering only stationary processes, the thermal resistance of a CNT transport-
ing heat along its axis may be expressed by a parameter Λ and the length LCNT of
the CNT according to (30.4).

Rth−C N T = LCNT

Λ
(30.4)
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Table 30.1 Thermal
conductivity of different
occurrences of CNTs [60]

Occurrence Thermal conductivity
in W/(m · K)

Parallel alignment of single 2980
SWNT (10, 10)

Aligned bundled nanotubes 950
Perpendicular alignment of 5.6

a single CNT

Hence, in spatial models (e.g., with spatial discretization), CNTs can be repre-
sented by a line element with a thermal conductivity Λ. This approach is based on
(30.2), which solely represents energy conservation using thermal conductivity to
describe stationary heat transfer in solids. The parameter Λ, which represents the
thermal resistance of a CNT, is not constant since it dependents on different CNT
properties. Strictly speaking, Fourier’s law is invalid at nanoscale dimensions. If phe-
nomenological aspects only have to be modeled and the physics of heat dissipation
is not of primary interest, as it is here, such an approach may be adequate.

The influence of relevant CNT properties must be determined in order to predict
the thermal resistance of a CNT. Here, experimental results or molecular dynamics
simulation (MD) can be used. One benefit provided by MD is that the properties
of CNTs can be calculated based on their structural qualities and consideration of
interface effects.

Unfortunately, the experimental as well as the MD approach, are complex. Due to
a large number of structural parameters and the practical issues preparing appropriate
samples, experimental results are hard to obtain. In contrast, MD is computationally
expensive and thus inapplicable to complex problems with a large number of CNTs.

Several characteristics influence the thermal conductivity of CNTs and must be
considered while using parameter Λ within a CNT line-element model. They are
described next in detail. It should be noted that diameter and length of CNTs and the
temperature have a major impact on thermal conductivity. Other structural properties,
such as chirality and isotope impurities, are less relevant.

Chirality. Relating to CNTs, the chirality describes at which angle the carbon layers
are rolled up (Sect. 30.2.2). Most studies have reported an impact of the chirality on
the specific thermal conductivity; determined values consider scattering. While some
studies report higher conductivity of armchair-CNTs compared to CNTs in the zig-
zag-configuration [65], others report a lower conductivity [37, 70]. Chiral CNTs have
a lower thermal conductivity than the mentioned armchair-CNTs [70]. The impact
of the chirality on the thermal conductivity is illustrated in Table 30.2 according to
[65] and [70]. It appears that the influence of this effect is in general low compared
to the influence of length or temperature [1, 37, 65]. At low temperatures (close to
0 K), the chirality has no impact on the thermal conductivity [59].

Diameter. CNTs are characterized by different diameters, depending on their chiral-
ity. Disparities of thermal conductivity values provided in Table 30.2 are also based
on different radii of the CNTs. The impact of the diameter on thermal properties
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Table 30.2 Thermal conductivity values for different chiralities

Chirality (9, 0) (10, 0) (5, 5) (20, 0) (11, 11) (10, 10) (10, 13)
zigzag zigzag armchair zigzag armchair armchair chiral

Λ(W/(m · K)) 880 770 960 7800 3600 2200 1200
Source [65] [65] [65] [70] [70] [70] [70]

strongly depends on the length of CNTs. For short CNTs, heat transport is ballistic
and the influence of the diameter is negligible. The longer the CNT, the lower the
coherence of phonons and the heat transfer becomes more and more diffusive. Hence,
the impact of the diameter on the thermal properties increases. For very long CNTs,
the thermal conductivity reaches its maximum at small diameters (non-linear phonon
collision decreases with smaller growing diameter) [45, 53, 65]. At low temperatures
(close to 0 K), the diameter (similar to the chirality) has no impact on the thermal
conductivity [59].

Length. The thermal conductivity of a CNT directly depends on its length. This
effect is well investigated and appears to be consistent for different studies [1, 28,
40, 44–46, 65]. These studies provide a similar heat conductivity of approximately
350 W/(m · K) for a (5.5) SWNT with a length of 100 nm. In principle, longer CNTs
have a higher thermal conductivity.

Isotope impurities. An isotope is a nuclide with a constant number of protons, but
the number of neutrons varies for different isotopes. For example, common carbon is
composed of 98.9% 12C atoms and of 1.1% 13C atoms. Such impurities may influence
many physical properties, such as thermal, elastic or oscillation states. They can also
reduce thermal conductivity to 60% (Fig. 30.6). CNTs which consist of either 12C
atoms or 13C atoms provide the highest thermal conductivity [29].

Temperature. The temperature is not a structural property of a CNT, but has major
impact on their thermal conductivity. The conductivity increases with rising tem-
perature until a peak is reached (at approx. 500 K). With further rising temperature,
conductivity decreases again (Fig. 30.7). The peak depends on the diameter of the
CNT. As with chirality, reported simulation results vary for different studies [26].

30.3.3 Thermal Model of CNT-Based Composites

The correlation between the design of CNT-based composites, the structural prop-
erties of the composite (such as volume fraction, CNT alignment and local inhomo-
geneities of the CNT concentration), and the resulting thermal behavior and other
properties has not been completely understood yet.

Today, CNTs are only available as as conglomerate of different CNT types, with
varying chiralities, diameters and lengths. Therefore, their properties have to be
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Fig. 30.6 Impact of isotope
impurities of 14C on thermal
conductivity [65]
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Fig. 30.7 Impact of temper-
ature on thermal conductivity
for different CNT lengths [56]
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described in terms of distribution functions, increasing modeling complexity. The
thermal properties cannot be calculated by using molecular dynamics simulations
since this method is computationally intensive and hence inapplicable for tasks with
a large number of CNTs. Thus, other simulation methods must be used to determine
the thermal properties of the CNT-based composites.

In the literature, various modeling approaches for CNT-based composites have
been reported. In most cases, the effective medium approach (EMA) is applied. Stud-
ies differ in simplifications while modeling CNTs embedded in matrix materials,
the dimensionality of the problems to be solved, and the problem-solving methods.
Several simple CNT models are used, such as prolate spheroidal inclusions [5],
tubes [48, 60], prismatic beams [41, 50] or rigid lines [36]. Two-dimensional [36]
or three-dimensional [41, 48, 60] base-cell units are created. In order to solve the
equation system used to model the composite, different methods are applied, such
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 30.8 Contact arrangements of single CNTs. a CNTs contacted on front surfaces. Shell surface
of two CNTs are contacted either in b one point or c at a limited surface for parallel CNTs

as the boundary element method (BEM) [25], boundary integral equations [36],
finite element method (FEM) [48, 60], element-free Galerkin method [47], dissipa-
tive particle dynamics (DPD) [27], or the equations are solved analytically [33, 34,
58]. Stochastic distribution of the embedded CNTs in a random unit cell is reported
in [41]. The authors of [63] give a comprehensive review on multi-scale modeling
and simulation of polymer composites.

All these studies consider only particular parameters of CNTs and/or CNTs in
composites. Furthermore, only structures in the scale of the CNTs are taken into
account, which renders these models inapplicable for much larger thermal vias.

A reasonable modeling approach should use a EMA based on structured base
cells or should control volume to derive phenomenological thermal properties of
the composite material. In such a base-cell model, the following effects have to be
accounted for:

• heat transport in embedded CNTs,
• impact of mutual interactions of CNT-to-CNT contacts on heat transport within

the composite,
• heat transport in plain matrix material, and
• interfacial heat transport between CNT and matrix material.

The heat transfer within CNTs embedded in matrix material can be modeled by a
line element or other adequate approaches, as described in Sect. 30.3.2. The heat
transport in the plain matrix material is described by the heat diffusion (30.2).

Mutual interactions at contacts between single CNTs might occur for multiple
CNTs within a composite or if a CNT bundle is used. Different cases of contact
arrangements can be distinguished (Fig. 30.8). A study has shown that case (a) rarely
occurs [11]. It should also be noted that this contact arrangement (two front surfaces
in contact) results in negligible impact on the heat conduction. However, a contact
of CNT shells, as illustrated in cases (b) and (c), can reduce the thermal conductivity
of both CNTs due to lattice vibrations [60]. This effect must be accounted for in the
base-cell model for embedded CNTs by describing a specific correlation between
the thermal line-element parameter � and the proximity to neighboring CNTs.

Interfacial effects influence the heat dissipation from one medium to another. By
means of molecular dynamic simulation, mainly single CNTs are examined, which
are in contact with neighboring tubes or water [19, 29, 44]. Using a one-parameter
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Fig. 30.9 Composite with
aligned CNTs

line-element model, interfacial effects cannot be modeled except for CNT boundaries.
This restriction seems to be adequate regarding the anisotropic thermal behavior of
CNTs. Results of empirical investigations on CNT-based composites can be used to
validate the model results. The following parameters have been investigated:

CNT orientation. The orientation of CNTs in a substrate describes their alignment
with regard to the heat flow (Fig. 30.9). Due to the predominantly axial heat con-
duction of CNTs, an alignment parallel to the heat flow provides highest thermal
conductivity. This observation and a considerable dependency on the orientation of
the CNT has been confirmed. Specifically, a alignment perpendicular to the heat flow
reduces thermal conductivity by a factor of 3.5 compared to parallel alignment and
by a factor of 2 compared to unaligned CNTs [12, 15]. The influence of a small twist
angle (0 . . . 10 degrees) between straightened CNTs is negligible [47]. The influence
of anisotropism is more dominant for single-walled CNTs (SWNT) composites than
for multi-walled (MWNTs) composites [12].

Volume fraction. The influence of the volume fraction of CNTs in the composite
has been examined in different studies [12, 36, 47]. A linear or an exponential in-
crease of thermal conductivity with increasing fraction of CNTs has been reported
(Table 30.3). The thermal conductivity of SWNT-based composites increases by
100% [12] compared to MWNTs of equal CNT volume fraction. Interestingly, the
examined volume fractions range from 0 to 20%. In composites with larger volume
fractions, more CNTs contact each other. Obviously, the thermal resistance for a direct
CNT-to-CNT contact is larger than for a CNT contacting the surrounding medium.
Thus, for volume fractions greater than 20%, thermal conductivity is decreased by
approximately a factor of 4 [12].

Length. For single CNTs, their length influences the thermal conductivity in com-
posites. In [36], the authors show that the thermal conductivity of a CNT-based
composite could be improved by approx. 55% using 100 CNTs with length of 80μm
or by using 10,000 CNTs with length of 8μm. This indicates the importance of long
CNTs in future applications (Fig. 30.10).
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Table 30.3 Correlation of CNT volume fraction and thermal conductivity

Study Singh 2007 [47] Duong 2005 [12] Nishimura 2004 [36]

Volume fraction 4…16% 1…8% 0…0.7%
Max. enhancement of 30% 30% 200% (simulation)

thermal conductivity 120% (measured)

(a) (b)

Fig. 30.10 Impact of the CNT lengths on the thermal conductivity of CNT-based composites. Both
mixtures provide approximately the same thermal conductivity despite different CNT densities; the
composite in a contains 100 CNTs with a length of 80μm, the composite in b 10,000 CNTs with
a length of 8μm [36]

(a) (b)

Fig. 30.11 Impact of the CNT shape on thermal conductivity of a composite. a A composite with
a higher volume fraction of CNTs but lower thermal conductivity compared to b a single CNT with
a “C” shape [67]

Shape. Not only the length but also the shape of CNTs influences the thermal con-
ductivity of CNT-filled composites. The composite illustrated in Fig. 30.11a has a
CNT volume fraction of 8.4% and a thermal conductivity of 3.75 W/(m · K). In case
of Fig. 30.11b, the composite has a CNT volume fraction of only 0.88%. However,
due to the CNT shape, the thermal conductivity of 11.76 W/(m · K) is three times
larger [66]. Furthermore, for certain CNT lengths, a “C” shape has been found to be
the best heat conductor [67].
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Besides structural parameters of the composite, the temperature also has a major
influence, as already mentioned in Sect. 30.3.2. Specifically, temperature dependen-
cies had been reported for aligned and randomly arranged CNTs [15], and for CNT-
filled interface materials [68]. Hence, temperature dependencies must be considered
for both the CNT model and the matrix material.

It is obvious that the influences of the CNT’s orientation and length are stochas-
tic parameters. Hence, the model of a base cell must allow a distribution of these
parameters. Furthermore, the influence of the volume fraction can differ locally.

30.3.4 Thermal Model of CNT-based Thermal Vias
and Via Arrays

The properties of the base cell have been discussed in detail in the previous
Sect. 30.3.3. Following the effective medium approach, the calculated anisotropic,
specific thermal conductivity of a CNT-based composite has to be applied in the
thermal-via model or the via-array model. Normally, these parameters are location-
dependent, i.e., multiple composite models with different parameters have to be
solved for a thermal-via model or a via-array model.

A thermal model of a thermal via or via array, respectively, is based on the heat
diffusion equation (30.2). Thus, regular arrangements of vias often can be calculated
analytically. However, complex via arrangements and design-optimization problems
usually require numerical methods. The most widely used numerical techniques
for heat-diffusion problems (e.g., thermal analysis of electronic components and
assemblies) are categorized into finite difference method, finite element method, and
boundary element method using Green functions [64]. Basically, these methods differ
in formulating the equation set describing the problem, the domain discretization,
and the applicable solvers. A comprehensive overview on these techniques is given
in [30].

For example, a thermal via model can be generated by conventional 3D-Finite
Element Analysis (FEA). Here, as illustrated in Fig. 30.12, thermal-via-array designs
can be analyzed and optimized.

30.4 Application Potential

A modeling approach has been presented that can be used to calculate the thermal
behavior of (i) CNT-based composites and (ii) elements based on such composites.
Since this approach involves mutual interactions between CNTs, the impact of the
CNT volume fraction on the thermal behavior can also be calculated. It is important
to note that this approach overcomes the limits of established models that usually
neglect these interactions. Hence, the presented modeling approach allows to account
for most relevant properties of CNTs.
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Via Layer

Upper Layer

Lower Layer

(a) (b)

Fig. 30.12 Finite element analysis model of a thermal-via array. a A discretized model and
b numerical results are used to describe the isothermal surfaces

Design optimization is one of the main applications of the proposed models. For
optimization purposes, all sub-models of the several hierarchy levels have to be
formulated parametrically. Suitable global optimization techniques, such as [18], are
applicable.

Using the developed hierarchical modeling method, promising technological
approaches and optimized arrangements of thermal vias can be developed that, among
others, account for

• shape and dimensions at arbitrary, hierarchical level of the model,
• CNT orientation, and
• volume fraction.

Moreover, reasonable ranges of thermal resistance for different technological ap-
proaches can be estimated. This allows a comprehensive comparison with conven-
tional thermal-via design [8, 10, 16, 24, 62]. Furthermore, the presented modeling
approach helps to evaluate the application potential of CNT-based composites more
precisely. Justified suggestions for technological researchers and designers can be
derived.

Probabilistic simulation techniques allow to estimate the distributions of the ther-
mal behavior of thermal vias, caused by stochastic deviations of dimension, shape
and material properties, or local inhomogeneities (see Chap. 6). Combined with opti-
mization methods, these techniques allow a robust design optimization of thermal-via
arrays. This is an important issue since manufacturing tolerances must be considered
throughout the whole design process.

Thermally-driven design of integrated circuits and electronic assemblies requires
the temperature distribution to be computed within certain design steps, e.g., during
floorplanning and placement. For this purpose, adequately fast computing models are
required. Normally, network models are used. However, spatial models like finite-
element models have been applied additionally during the last years. If elements
like CNT-based thermal vias are used, all used models have to refer to sub-models
describing the thermal behavior of these elements. The developed models can be
used for this purpose as well.
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Thermal design is a key issue for emerging 3D designs (see Chap. 5). Here, the
power density is significantly higher and the thermal paths are longer than in 2D
designs [42]. As mentioned before, the usage of conventional thermal vias based
on copper becomes more and more insufficient. The high thermal conductivity of
CNTs used in composites can significantly increase the efficiency of thermal vias
with regard to their thermal conductivity. Hence, thermal vias and thermal-via arrays
using CNT-based composites are a promising approach for the thermal management
of 3D electronic systems.

30.5 Outlook

More and more electronic circuits contain thermal vias in order to improve vertical
thermal conductivity. However, continuous down-scaling of circuit structures and
the related increased heat density require new approaches for thermal management.
Since the efficiency of thermal vias directly depends on the used via material, the
application of any highly heat-conducting material can significantly improve the
thermal conductivity of these vias. CNT-based composites could replace conven-
tional via materials like copper due to their unique thermal conductivity. However,
simulations and practical applications of thermal vias using CNT-based composites
have rarely been carried out yet.

The presented hierarchical modeling approach of thermal vias is based on CNT-
composites. Using the heat diffusion equation, the approach models the thermal
behavior of CNTs phenomenologically by line elements. By using the effective
medium approach in a base cell, CNTs can be integrated into a macroscopic model
despite their nanometer scale. Such an optimized model of thermal-via arrays using
CNT-based composites significantly simplifies thermal simulations of these nano-
scale structures.

The modeling results allow an efficient comparison of various technological
solutions prior to practical experiments. For example, the impact of CNT orientation,
volume fraction and other composite characteristics on the thermal conductivity can
be simulated in order to obtain the most promising settings for these experiments.
Once the technology has been established, the models can also be used to optimize
the thermal management of the electronic system.
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